
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE           

 
 

BY LIGHT AWARDED HIGHLY ADAPTIVE CYBERSECURITY SERVICES (HACS) SPECIAL ITEM 

NUMBERS (SINs) 

 

Expanding GSA Schedule Access to Proven Cyber Professionals 

 

ARLINGTON, VA, October 30, 2018 — By Light Professional IT Services LLC (By Light) has been awarded three 

of the Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services (HACS) Special Item Numbers (SINs) by the General Services 

Administration (GSA). This award expands By Light’s existing GSA Schedule (GS-35F-0308U) service offerings 

into the cybersecurity arena in support of the Cybersecurity National Action Plan (CNAP) and the Cybersecurity 

Implementation Plan (CSIP). These HACS SINs allow By Light’s customers direct and cost-effective access to 

proven experience delivering high quality cybersecurity support services that rapidly address potential vulnerabilities 

and stop cyber adversaries.  

 

“Direct access to proven cyber professionals addresses an urgent need faced by many of our customers in the DoD, 

the Intelligence Community and Federal Agencies,” said Robert Donahue, CEO of By Light. “These SINs provide 

an opportunity for timely, enterprise wide cyber assessments and the critical remediation services that result in long 

term network and data security.”  

 

By Light was awarded the following SINs: 

  

Penetration Testing (SIN # 132-45A) – Security testing in which assessors mimic real-world attacks to identify 

methods for circumventing the security features of an application, system, or network. 

 

Incident Response (SIN # 132-45B) – Helps organizations impacted by a cybersecurity compromise determine the 

extent of the incident, remove the adversary from their systems, and restore their networks to a more secure state. 

 

Risk and Vulnerability (SIN # 132-45D) – Conducts assessments of threats and vulnerabilities; determines 

deviations from acceptable configurations, enterprise, or local policy; assesses the level of risk; and develops and/or 

recommends appropriate mitigation countermeasures. 

 

By Light delivers proven cybersecurity expertise at all classification levels and provides actionable, repeatable and 

sustainable processes and tools that seamlessly integrate with customers’ day-to-day operations to ensure mission 

effectiveness. For more information about By Light’s GSA Schedule, please visit www.bylight.com/contract-

vehicles/gsa-advantage2/ and click the “GSA Advantage” link. 

 

 

About By Light 

By Light Professional IT Services LLC is an ISO 9001, 20000-1, and 27001 registered and CMMI Level 3 certified 

systems integrator that provides a broad range of hardware, software, engineering, cyber security and IT integration 

services. Founded by industry leaders from Commercial, Civilian, and DoD marketplaces, our integrated talents 

enable the implementation of technical solutions that meet the unique requirements of the Federal customer. 
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